








Online Workshop Report

Role of Higher Education Institutions in making ‘Aatmanirbhar Haryana’

(July 06, 2021)
A Workshop on the “Role of Higher Education Institutions in making Aatmanirbhar Haryana” was organized by R.K.S.D. (PG)

College, Kaithal (Haryana) as district coordinator for all the Government, Govt. Aided degree and professional colleges of

Kaithal district on July 06, 2021 at 11:00 am through online mode in collaboration with Kurukshetra University, Kurukshetra.

The workshop was attended by more than fifteen colleges and about hundred participants attended the workshop. Dr. Rajesh

Goyal, Secretary, Haryana Board of Technical Education, Panchkula was Chief Guest and presidential speaker. Dr. Suraj Walia

was the Organizing Secretary of the workshop. Dr. Gurcharan Singh, Deputy Nodal Officer, KUK also attended the workshop

and proposed formal vote of thanks. Dr. S.K. Goyal Principal, R.K.S.D. (PG) College, delivered the welcome address and

explain about the role to be played by the participant colleges in making the “Aatmanirbhar Haryana Abhiyan” successful. Dr.

Ankeshwer Parkash, Controller of Examinations, Kurukshetra University, Kurukshetra delivered the key note address and

while introducing the concept, emphasized on the need to make the program a success. He explained the scenario of Indian

economy in past and present. He suggested how we can make Indian economy prosper. With the live examples, he highlighted

the problems of Indian economy in general and education in particular. Dr. Anil Kumar Vashisht, Dean Student’s Welfare and

Nodal officer of the program explained in detail the strategy to be implemented by a motivated team of Principals, Teacher-

coordinators and students. He exhorted the participants to make efforts to shift the focus of students from obtaining

Government jobs or jobs in organized sector, to entrepreneurship. He correlated the Success of Aatmanirbhar Bharat through

Aatmanirbhar Haryana. He highlighted that Aatmnirbhar is an Umbrella term which consists many other concepts which is

much needed for overall development of the country. He also focused on the Kurukshetra University initiatives related with this

program under the guidance of Hon’ble Vice Chancellor. He also emphasized for just grabbing the opportunity out of the

present scenario of crises. He also highlighted the role of MSME in the success of Aatmanirbhar Bharat and Aatmanirbhar

Haryana. He suggested the colleges to give exposures of local industry and other vocational opportunities to the students so that



they are attracted towards self-employment and job creation. Dr. Rajesh Goyal, Secretary Haryana State Board of

Technical Education Panchkula gave the Presidential Address and talked about the Entrepreneurship, Skill Orientation

and local level collaboration by the educational institutions to increase the employability skills among the students. He

also suggested to start help desk, various cells and counseling of the students in the colleges. The addressed by Dr.

Goyal was highly motivating and illuminating with well researched historical information about India, which was

totally self-reliant till it was ruled by foreign powers. Then the house was kept open for the discussion in which the

suggestions and queries were asked from the various participants of the different colleges. Dr. Virender Goyal from the

Department of Economics of RKSD (PG) College, Ms. Rachana Sardana from Department of Commerce of RKSD

(PG) College and Dr. Ashok Attri from Department of Political Science participated in the discussion with their

suggestions and feedback. In the last, Dr Gurcharan Singh from Department of Fine Arts, Kurukshetra University

proposed a formal vote of thanks to the Vice Chancellor Prof. Somnath Sachdeva, Dr. Rajesh Goyal, Dr. Anil Vashisht,

Dr. Ankeshwer Prakash, Dr. S.K. Goyal and to all the participants.


